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President Hanbury
B~~~~~m!Q~ 'hall meeting
Tina Sears
There was standing room
only at NSU's fifth annual Town
Hall Meeting, hosted by President
George Hanbury II, on Jan. 17 in
the Arena Club Room in the Don
Taft University Center. Hanbury was
joined by staff, faculty and deans
from many different NSU colleges,
departments and offices.
The meeting was held to give
students an opportunity to voice
their concerns or questions about
the university to administrators.
Hanbury told students that he
will email a summary of the
questions and answers to all NSU
28,000 students, from both the
undergraduate meeting and the
Jan. 15 meeting held with Health
Professions Division students.
There were over 100 students at
the President-run meeting, some of

the university. Topics discussed
included: the frequency at which
Shark Shuttles run, why the main
campus was among the last to
close during Tropical Storm Sandy,
and why a majority of campus
job opportunities are not open to
international students.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Brad Williams, said that the
Town Hall Meeting is significant
because of its student-driven nature.
"It's important because what the
students were expressing were all
reasonable things, so the question is
'how do we get better?'"
Student
Government
Association President Christopher
Mignocchi brought up the issue
of the slow wireless internet
connectivity that students have
been facing on campus. Hanbury

TAKEN BY A. JENSEN

After a brief introduction, President Hanbury gave students, like Gawish, the opportunity to voice their concerns.

SEE TOWN HALL 2

NSU OCD and Related NSU celebrates
Disorders Clinic
excellence
By: Sally Regueiro
The NSU OCD and Related
Disorders Clinic (NORD), part of
the Maltz Psychology Building's
Psychology
Services
Center,
is
conducting
comprehensive
studies and providing treatment
to individuals with obsessive
compulsive disorder.
The studies are on people
with scrupulosity, an OCD subtype
in which the affected person's
obsessive fears are based on religion
or morality. OCD is an anxiety
disorder . that causes intrusive
thoughts, images or impulses. It also
produces repetitive behaviors which
aim to neutralize obsessions and
reduce fear.
Jedidiah Siev, director of NORD,
said that the clinic is always looking
for new participants, both patients and
researchers, in its studies.
"There are excellent treatments
to help people," Sieve said. "But
SEE CLINIC 2

COURTESY OF NSU

President Hanbury will give out community awards
on Jan 24.

By: Andre Jensen

COURTESY OF J. SIEV

Shelby Zuckerman, Jennifer Wilson and Rebecca Fontanella, doctoral students in clinical psychology, with
Jedidiah Siev, director of NORD

NSU will award the university's
highest honors in a Celebration of
Excellence ceremony on Jan. 24 at
6 p.m. in the Don Taft University
Arena. Awards will be issued in the
categories of: alumni, community,
faculty, staff and student.
According
to
President
Hanbury, the awards "define what
it means to be an outstanding
citizen and member of the NSU
community." This year's five award

recipients were nominated by their
colleagues and professors.
The awards encourage ongoing
efforts, dedication, and demonstration
to NSU's commitment in the
community, one of the core values
in President Hanbury's Vision 2020
program that establishes benchmarks
for the advancement of NSU.
Guy Harvey, a leading marine
biologist, painter and conservationist
and founder of the Guy Harvey
Foundation, is a member of the South
SEE EXCELLENCE 2
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' for. the athletes who miss graduation.
student popUlation. He plans on '
explained .that when NSU first
accomplishing this task, iit part, '
, Freshman biology major.and
. installed' wireless internet 10 years
Razor's Edge member Jason Murphy '. with NSU's new marketing plan.
, ' ago; they only expected 30 percent . was Satisfied . with, how Hanbury , He showed the new NSU television'
students 'to connect. ,But now, the
answered each student's question.
commercial, h"aping to gain feedback
campus is experiencing co~ectivity . Murphy said that Hanbury would
from those attendin,g the meeting.
. at 300 percent because nearly every
add background information to each
The audience agreed . ' with
Hanbury , that thec()Inmerciat .
' NSU ' student has -three wirel~ , topiC, forthe,benefitof sniderltsfhat
portrayed the school as having a ' .
devices .. He said that improvements . " may . have not previously known
are already underway and should.be
about the issue, .and then' 'woUld
productive, yet fun -enviromttent.
completed by the end of January.
specifically answer the question.
, At the conclusion of the
Sara Gawish, senior business
the president also brought
program,
Haleigh
Wilson,
administration major, asked about
up topics of his own, induding
sophomore
psychology
major,
the water used in the sprinkler
the possibility of moving the
said, "This town hall exceeded my
system on campus, and was met with
commencement ceremony to main
expectations. I was very pleased
applause from the audience. Gawish
campus instead of the BB&T
with the variety of topics that were
said, "The sprinklers on campus .. ,
Center formerly the Bank
covered in the questions that were
it's more than them just spraying
Atlantic Center, constructing a new
asked by the students, and the way
us instead of the grass, but they are
research building near the Miami
that President Hanbury thoroughly
actually ruining people's cars."
Dolphins training facility, and the
addressed all of their concerns."
Pete Witschen, Vice President
administration's plans for NSU's
Hanbury will also host employee
for Facilities Management, explained
50th year celebration next fall.
town hall meetings through the end of
that NSU currently uses well water
Another concern of Hanbury's
the semester at different locations on
in the irrigation system, which is the
was making sure that the university
and off campus, including the Miniaci
cause of the damage. Beginning this
follows the eight core values
Performing Arts Theatre, the Maltz
summer, the water source will be
established
by
administration.
Psychology Building and six different
switched to reused water, in order to
He stressed that he will use the
Student Education Centers throughout
prevent future damage to employees'
university's values in order to evaluate
Florida. The next faculty town hall
and students' cars.
the performance of school employees.
meeting, open to faculty, staff and
Gawish also expressed concern
"We may do a lot of talking
administrators, is set for Jan. 25 at
that some members of athletic
about this vision and these core
the Miami SEC. The final meeting is
teams are unable to participate
values, but I want us to walk the
scheduled to take place on April 26 in
walk," Hanbury said.
in commencement due to sports
the Maltz Psychology Building.
scheduling conflicts. Hanbury said
He also wants to lead NSU
he will try to do something special
in doubling the undergraduate

of
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many do not have access to specialty
treatments. Our goal is to increase
access for individuals."
Mondays
through
Open
Thursdays, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and
Fridays, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., the NORD
clinic specializes in the latest
research-approved treatments of
OCD, Body Dysmorphic Disorder,
hoarding, hair pulling, skin picking
and tic disorders.
According to ' Siev, there are
very few OCD specialists in the
area, especially in proportion to
South Florida's population.
"I thought it would be a great
training opportunity for students and
a great resource for the community
to open a clinic specializing in OCD
and related disorders," said Siev.
Karen Grosby, dean of the
Center for Psychological Studies,
said the center's main goal is to
develop a group of distinguished
NSU faculty whose research
addresses the major mental health
issues facing our SOciety.
"Many employees and students
experience various levels of anxiety,

from stress and worry, to a more
chronic, high level of anxiety,"
Grosby said. "It is important to
seek assistance when these issues
interfere with day-ta-day functions."
Treatment at the NORD clinic
is currently available to adults and
Several
treatment
adolescents.
options are available, including
cognitive
behavioral
therapy,
systematic desensitization, applied
relaxation and stress inoculation.
"The particular techniques and
treatments are tailored to the unique
characteristics of each individual and
each disorder," said Siev.
The
main
treatment
implemented for OCD is response
prevention, which involves exposing
the patient to his/her obsessions,
while simultaneously preventing
engagement in his/her usual rituals.
to
Shelby
According
Zuckerman, second year student in
the Doctoral Clinical Psychology
program, exposure and response
prevention is considered the first line
of treatment for OCD, which has
also shown to be the most effective
treatment for this disorder.

"Many of our sessions are
conducted out of the therapy room
and in the 'real world', to help
best treat each client's individual
difficulties," said Zuckerman.
NORD
clinic uses
The
evidence-based
treatments,
supported by recent research, and has
also become a resource for students
in the psychology field.
Zuckerman said, "We want to
be sure that our clients are receiving
the best possible treatment, and
we therefore not only keep up to
date with the literature, but also
conduct our own research studies to
contribute to the field."
At the center, advanced doctoral
students work with faculty experts
to provide clinical services. They
also work on collaborative research
projects in the South Florida 'area.
For more information on the NORD
clinic, contact ledidiah Siev at 954262-5804 or follow the NORD clinic
on twitter @NORDClinic. To set
up an appointment, call the NORIl
clinic at 954-262-5822.

EXCELLENCE from 1

Florida community who exemplifies
these qualities, according to Hanbury.
"I can't think of someone
more deserving of the Excellence
in Community Service Award than
Guy Harvey, a man who tirelessly
gives back to this community and
the global community in so many
ways." said Hanbury.
The alumni award recipient is T.
David Long, president of the Miller
Electric Company in Jacksonville.
Long is also a member of the
Dreams Come True Foundation and
the National Leukemia SOciety.
The student of the year
award will go to Walter Upshaw,
M.B.A student at the H. Wayne
Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship. Upshaw is the
Student Government Association
president of the Tampa student
educational center and has been
involved with Relay for Life.
Elaine Wallace, the Executive

Associate Dean of the NSU's College
of Osteopathic Medicine, is the aculty
award recipient. She has founded and
participated in numerous medical
missions across the globe, and
created NSU's Medical Outreach trip
to Ecuador. Each of these trips serves
up to two thousand people in need of
medical attention.
Staff award winner Susan
Kabot, director of Clinical Programs
at the Mailman Segal Center for
Human Development, calls this an
exciting time.
"I have spent my entire
professional career trying to
make things better for individuals
with autism and their families,"
said Kabot. "I think this is really
recognition of that work, and the
work that has involved so many in
this field at this university."
Since 1997, the Celebration
of Excellence has brought together
NSU students, alumni, community

leaders and industry pioneers who
have made significant contributions
to their studies, their research and
professions, and the community.
Previous winners of these awards
have included Wayne and Marti
Huizenga, William and Norma
Goodwin, and Don Taft.
For Susan Kabot, her work
with autistic children is an award
within itself.
"Under my leadership, the
Baldwin School developed into a
nationally recognized program for
young children with autism," she
said. "We have educated thousands
of young children in Broward
County that have autism."
Seats for the Celebration of
Excellence, which will include a
cocktail hour, awards ceremony and
dinner reception, may be reserved for
$95 each by calling 954-262-2116,
or by visiting https://www.nova.eduJ
webforms/specialevents/coe/
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New sys.tem forsfudy room reservations

at(, ;t he Alvin SherInan·. Libr
By: Faren RajkUDl.ar

time to physically go to the library to
check for available rooms.
Karkason, junior political sciThe Alvin Shennan LibriiIy' in"
troduced a new online study ' room.. ' ence major, said, "It makes· it much
reservation system on Jan. 7. Rather
easier because you don't have to
than waiting in line at the circulation
guess if there are rooms available.
desk, students can now log onto sherYou now have access to this infonnaman.library.nova.edulrooms to.reserve' . tion from anywhere."
a room up to two weeks in advance.
According to Andreou, the new
The old, in-person, reservation
system's use of technology will atpolicy allowed rooms to be checked
tract more users.
out for three hours at a time. Under
"It is a service that is transparCOURTESY OF ALVIN SHERMAN LIBRARY
this new system, students are allotted
ent to everyone and eliminates a lot
The brand new study room reservation website allows students to reserve rooms up to two weeks in
a maximum of two time slots per day,
of misunderstandings between the
advance.
users and staff," she said. "The 'first
for a total of 4 hours. This new system
come, first serve' process we had in
aims to increase efficiency and study
and availabilities by time slots.
Schofield said, "Because the
room turnaround, as requested by
the past was very outdated, to say the
Room Reservation is responsive,
To reserve a room, NSU stuleast, and was not conducive with toeven though it won't be totally mostudents, faculty and staff in a recent
dents, faculty and staff need only
day's users."
survey conducted by the library.
bile-optimized for another few weeks,
visit the website to enter their Shark
Dinos Andreou, director of cirit looks like there is significant traffic
Since the debut of the beta verID number and password. Broward
culation, said, "The fonner procedure
sion of the system on Dec. 17, there
from all sorts of phones and tablets.
County patrons should use their last
has been high traffic on the site. Miwe had in place was not efficient, and
So that makes me happy."
name and library card number. Unithe increasing demand for private
chael Schofield, web services librarAccording to Schofield, stuversity School students can use their
ian, worked on all of the "front-end"
study space in the library urged us to
student login and password, and
dents have responded in a generally
look into a new approach."
parts of the project, which includes
positive way, and are even making
alumni can use their last name and
HTML, CSS and Javascript. He has . suggestions for improvements on
Reservations can be made from
NSU or HPD ID. Reservations can
the site. The study room reservation
a computer or smartphone anywhere
been observing the increaSing rate of
no longer be made by phone or in
on or off campus, which appeals to
reservations, and is glad that all of
web page currently features a chart
person, but a computer at the circulastudents like Davy Karkason, who
for each study room in the library,
tion desk is now available for visitors
the work that went into the system is
are always on the go and do not have
listing the rooms' maximum capacity
paying off.
to login and make a reservation.
o

'.'

.

Influenza
outbreak 2013

Freshman -chemistry major Rani
is all because of the flu."
Khetarpal said, "I got the flu vaccine
According to The New York TImes, 90
at Walgreens on the 17th, because my
percent of all flu-related deaths occur
mom wanted me to. It was painful, my . among individuals over 65. So far this
arm was killing me the day after."
year, the CDC's increasing pediatric flu
According to clinical pharmacist . death count is at 29, which includes premature infants and youths up to age 17.
Aisy Aleu, the Sanford L. Ziff Center.has .seen ·a dramatic. increase'iri the ,
Many people, , like freshman bi"
number of both vaccines giiWn and me'· ology major Katrina Fins,do not consider vaccinations until a health threat
number of ·afflicted patieIltS over the
past two weeks.
is clear.
"Mostly as precautionary mea"I haven't gotten the flu shot yet,
sures, people have been coming in to
but
seriously considering it now,
get the flu shot. But we also have people
even though the outbreak doesn't scare
coming in who have the flu and need
me. There are always sicknesses, and
medications," said Aleu.
it's more important to be aware of preThe increase in need for the flu
cautions we can take against getting
sick." said Fins.
vaccine has also led to an increase in
Students are advised to continue
awareness about other vaccinations.
When patients go in and request the
to be cautious in regard to cleanliness.
Frequent hand-washing and use of saniflu shot, several other vaccines such
tizers is recommended, while sharing of
as pneumococcal for pneumonia and
zoster for shingles, are recommended
drinks and clothing is discouraged until
to them. Recently, the clinic has seen an
the flu threat has diminished.
The Sanford L: Ziff center is open
increase in willingness to receive multiple shots.
9 a.m. to 6 p.rn. on weekdays and 9
"Many patients, especially those
a.rn. to 1 p.m. on Saturdays, and can be over the age of 65, have been eager to
reached at 954-262-4550. Free health
receive additional vaccines when they
screenipgs are provided to NSU stucome in just for the flu shot," saidAleu.
dents, employees and the public on the
"The sudden increased interest in health
third TUesday of each month.

I'm

COURTESY OF WWW.FREEDOMSLlGHTHOUSE.NET

The national distribution of the recent H2N3 outbreak.

B;r .~~':~~ .~~~~~~~ ........ .
On Jan. 11, the H2N3 influenza
strain reached epidemic status, with
most Florida counties reporting mild or
moderate flu activity.
In contrast to the more severe
H1N1 flu outbreak of 2009, which lasted for months, this recent health scare
has already peaked, according to federal
disease control officials. Many states
have been experiencing vaccine short-

ages, due to high demand, but Florida
has not been among .those highly affected states.
The Center for Disease Control
and Prevention recommends receiving
annual flu shots, and NSU's Sanford
L. Ziff Health Care Center, located
less than one mile from main campus,
is providing free flu shots to all NSU
employees. Students with NSU Student
Health Insurance can also receive the
vaccine, although there is a co-pay fee.

Self-Inade Inillionaire to deliver -lecture
~Y:

Debbie Mejia and
~~~~~ ~ilj~~~r...... . . . .... .

On Jan. 29, the Wayne Huizenga
School of Business and Entrepreneurship's Distinguished Lecture Series
will feature Grant Cardone, founder
and CEO of three multi-million dollar
companies: Cardone Enterprises, Cardone Training Technologies and The
Cardone Group. About 150 attendees
are expected at his lecture, which is
open to the public, in the DeSantis
Building Grand Room at 10:30 a.m.
Cardone was suggested to the
Office of Development by Rick Case,
an NSU Hall of Fame member, for his
many accomplishments and in-depth
knowledge of business.
Pamela Reaves, assistant to the
Office of Development, said, "Case

and Cardone have done work together
in the past, and Cardone is very versed
in the subject of sales."
According to the event's organizers, Cardone is a self-made million,
best known for customizing programs
to maximize a company's profitability
and brand, along with turning around
troubled companies. His ultimate ambition is to help people live more successfully, both personally and professionally. He has two interactive online
sales training centers, which seek to
bring innovative sales training tools,
technologies and solutions to life.
Cardone was also the executive
producer and star of the reality show
"Tumaround King", which aired on
the National Geographic Chanriel in
2011, and is the host of the weekly
radio show "Cardone Zone" on Sirius

XM. He's also a frequent guest on Fox
Business, CNBC and MSNBC.
Christine Martinez, event coordinator for the Huizenga School of Business, said, ''We are not aware of what
he will be speaking about in detail
because we usually give our speakers
free reign."
The next Distinguished Lecture
Series event is on February 21. Lillian
Lambert, the first African American
woman to receive a Harvard Business School MBA, will present
''The Road to Someplace Better:
From the Segregated South to
Harvard Business School and
Beyond."
To RSVP to either lecture
or for more information, call
Martinez at 954-262-5008 or
COURTESY OF EVANCARMICHAELCOM
email her at cmartinez@nova.edu. Grant Cardone, international sales expert and author, will
visit NSU on Feb. 29.

.News
Briefs
Broken sewer pipe in Davie
On Jan. 14, Davie reported a
broken sewer pipe, and students,
faculty and staff were advised via
email and Twitter to avoid all main
campus lakes and waterways. The
pipe was repaired on Jan. 15, and it
was reported that the incident did
not affect NSU's drinking water.
As a precautionary measure against
any potential contamination, the
town spread lime, a soda-ash
disinfectant, along campus lakes
and waterway edges.
Medical school to celebrate hope
and progress
The College of Osteopathic
Medicine will host the "Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome & Gulf War
Illness 2013 - A Celebration of
Hope & Progress" on Jan. 26.
The series of keynote speakers,
followed by a reception, will
be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Carl DeSantis Building's
Knight
Auditorium.
All
attendees must make a minimum
donation of $25. Lunch and
refreshments will be provided.
For more information, email
grandopening@cfsclinic.com.
Annual Student Leadership
Conference
The Office of Student Leadership
and Civic Engagement hosted its
annual Leadership Conference
Jan. 19 in the Carl peS antis
b.uilding. Fac1,llty, staff, graduate .
students and administrators gave I
presentations to students ·on a
variety of leadership skills, tips
and activities. The event also
featured keynote speaker Lori
Hart, an active Alpha Omicron
Pi volunteer and the director of
alcohol education for Pi Kappa
Phi Fraternity.
Second
annual
Farquhar
undergraduate writing contest
All undergraduate students are
invited to enter the Second Annual
Farquhar Writing Contest for a
chance to win up to a $100 gift card.
Students are to submit a personal
essay of 3-5 pages that answers
the question: "How have cultural
beliefs regarding the human life
cycle and/or death informed your
life experiences?" Wmners will
be announced online and honored
at the Farquhar Writing Contest
Reception in April. The deadline
to submit an essay is April 1. Fm
complete details, visit www.fcas.
nova.eduistudentlwritinlLcontest
Ars
Flores
"Young-Artists
Concerto" competition at NSU
On Feb. 9, from 4 to 8 p.m., the
Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra
and the Farquar College of Arts
and Sciences will host their
annual concert and competition
in Room 309 of the Performing
and Visual Arts Wmg of the Don
Taft University Center. Students
will perform solos, and a panel of
judges will determine the winners,
who will earn the opportunity
to perform with the Ars Flores
Symphony Orchestra in a special
NSU concert. Tickets are $10 and
will be available at the door. For
more information, visit www.
arsflores.com.
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Diary Ot... a tlLtlLre dentist
By:
Luis Felipe Perez
.......................... . .......

to do academic and fun activities that
expanded our knowledge and pracMy name is Luis Felipe Perez
tice of leading.
and I was born in Bogota, Colombia.
As to the question of "why denIf I had to describe myself in one
tistry?", my interest in the profession
word, it would be "lucky".
really began with my curiosity with
life. I have been fascinated with life
I was lucky enough to have
and the beauty, awe and mystery of
courageous parents who wished to
give their children a better future. I
it. I have come close to death a couwas lucky to have attended a high
ple of times. It has been during those
school which fostered my academic,
moments in my life when I have
artistic and performance skills. I was
felt an incredible sense that there is
something more than just a job, famlucky enough to have parents who
chose to overcome all struggles,
ily or hobbies to life; that there is a
disregard everyone's nays and beprofound beauty unacknowledged
come dentists in America. I was
by most people. Perhaps this is the
same reason why people choose to
lucky enough to have been given the
become poets over bankers. Maybe
opportunity to attend Nova Southit is also the reason why pieces of art,
eastern University, and I am lucky
including drawings, paintings and
enough to be fulfilling my dream of
music, stir something within us that
becoming a dentist at NSU.
I have been studying biology
last throughout time.
and I was encouraged to pursue miDentistry is the medium
nors in chemistry and business to
through which I believe I can leave
my mark in the world, thus findround out my education. There was
actually a point in my NSU career
ing my personal self-realization. I
when I second-guessed my plans
watched my parents practice dentistry since I was a child. I was into become a dentist. I even concredibly fascinated with the way my
templated dropping out of college
all-together and spent many nights
father ran the dental clinic, and as
questioni.iJ.g myself, wondering what
I grew older, my ambition became
it was that I wanted to do with my
clearer and more defined.
My involvement in the Prelife. I finally figured out that it does
Dental Society at NSU has given
include schooling and dentistry.
me the incredible opportunity to inAchieving this was largely due
teract with students who have simito Brad Williams' invaluable menlar aspirations. I have met some of
torship. I first met Williams, vice
the best people on the executive
president of Student Affairs, when I
board. These students are not only
was invited to be a part of the Razor
3000 course in the fall semester of . my peers, but they ·are some of the
most special people I have ever
my sophomore year. This course is a
met. Through the Pre-Dental Soleadership-based course, which Wilciety, I have also been able to parliams teaches. We met once a week

take in many community outreach
events, such as A Day for Children
- an NSU-hosted event that provides free health services to community children. Give Kids a Smile
is another big community outreach
event in which the College of Dental Medicine provides free dental
health services to the children of
Broward at no cost. These experiences, year after year, have given
me an opportunity to give back to
the community, learn some invaluable services and help shape the
name of NSU.
The faculty at NSU are some of
the coolest adults I have met in my
life. These incredible people have
given me countless opportunities and
amazing advice.
I have been lucky to be mentored by Mark Jaffe, associate pro-

fessor. He has given me such wonderful opportunities throughout my
career at NSU. I was able to do an
independent study with him where ·
I learned the way insurance coding
works for doctors and how the new
system called ICDM-I0 is going to
affect healthcare. I was also able to
do an internship through him at Memorial Hospital Pembroke where I
learned what emergency room doc- ·
tors have to deal with on a daily
basis and what it's like to work in
a hospital setting. I was also able
to work closely with other students
under the leadership of Jaffe as Undergraduate Community Outreach
Coordinators. We were able to coordinate various volunteer events,
including the Day for Children
event for the fall semester. .
I also owe much to assistant

professor Maria Ballester, who has
worked with me and helped me do
a research project of my own interest. The research I am working on
involves the cultivation of dental
bacteria and then testing the effects
of Perilla seed extract, a Japanese
herb, on the microbial activity of the
dental caries. Ballester was a great
mentor to me during that time and
a great person to talk to about anything. That's the great thing about
NSU. The faculty are more than just
teachers in the students' lives; they
mentor and build valuable relationships that will last a lifetime.
I wish I could have included everyone that has helped me out through
my career at NSU. I feel truly lucky
to have them all in my life.
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Future dentist Luis Perez. second left, with his family
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You can never go wrong with a bowl of mac and cheese.

Bl:.~~r. ~~.~~~~~ ............
There is nothing better than
reliving your childhood with a nice
bowl of mac and cheese. Mac and
cheese is always the perfect choice
and baking it makes it taste even
better. This recipe is pretty simple to
make. On its own, it can be a great
lunch, or pair it with a few side dishes
or an excellent dinner.

BAKED MAC AND CHEESE

Start to finish: 40 minutes
Serving: 6
1 (8-ounce) package elbow macaroni
2 tablespoons butter
1,4 cup chopped onion

2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
2 cups milk
% teaspoon salt
1,4 teaspoon pepper
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Melt the butter in a medium saucepan
over medium heat. Saute the chopped
onion for two minutes. Gradually

stir in the flour and cook for one
minute, stirring constantly. Stir in the
milk, salt and pepper. Cook, stirring
frequently, until the mixture boils and
thickens.
Meanwhile, bring a separate
pot of lightly salted water to a boil.
Add macaroni and cook for 10
minutes, then drain the macaroni

and set it aside.
Add the cheddar cheese to
the milk mixture; stir until cheese
melts. In a baking dish, combine
macaroni and the mixture, making
sure to mix well.
Bake for 30 minutes. Finally,
serve and enjoy.
(Recipe adapted from allrecipes.com)
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By: Sally Regueiro
Robert Jones has been an assistant professor in the division of
performing arts in the Farquahar
College of Arts and Science since
August 2012. Jones is originally
from Northeast Pennsylvania near
Philadelphia. Growing up his father
was an English teacher and books
were always at arm's length.
Jones said that he became interested in storytelling through
reading and watching movies and
when he entered college, he either
wanted to be a writer or movie director but was fortunate to do a bit
of both.
Jones attended Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, a liberal
arts school, where he graduated
with a Bachelors degree in fine arts.
He studied everything from writing and fiction to poetry and art.
As a student, he really took a liking
to photography and found he had a
niche for black and white photography designs.
"Art was something that was
always accessible to me. I watched
a lot of black and white films and
through movies I got interested
in black and white film making,"

said Jones.
Jones also found the support he needed from his family to
study something that he really felt
a calling for.
"Since my father was an English teacher he wanted me to go to
school for art. He saw that I had talent and was open to letting me try
out art," said Jones.
When Jones graduated college,
he was not sure what he wanted to
do or where life would take him, so
he continued to write and make short
films. Jones made a living working
as a freelance photographer and also
a full-time graphic designer.
Jones said that even though
graphic design was a good job and
there was a lot of fun in the photography, it was still a struggle trying to
find what career he really wanted.
After getting advice from a friend,
Jones moved to Seattle, Washington
where he was able to put his craftsman skills to good use by creating
exhibition designs for museums.
Jones worked for the Museum of
Glass, the Washington State Museum, and the Tacoma Art Museum.
Due to his exhibition and movie making experience, the Washington State History Museum hired

Jones as a full time documentary
film maker. At the same time he also
started teaching community college.
"It all happened at the same
time. I got my dream job as a film
maker and also discovered that I
loved teaching," said Jones.
Once deciding on a career
in teaching, Jones attended the
Maryland Institute College of Art
and graduated with a master's in
fine arts .
Jones has been in Florida for
less than a year but still sees that diversity of the Florida's art scene.
"Art in Florida is so vibrant. It
is certainly a hub for international
art, and moving down here I expected that," said Jones.
Currently, Jones and his students are working and collaborating
with students from the university
school on a public art project called
Full Sails in Fort Lauderdale. Participants in the full sails art in public
places event, create a design to decorate a sailboat sculpture. The finished sculpture will then be placed
around the Fort Lauderdale business
district to promote tourism and help
build a sense of community in the
Greater Fort Lauderdale area.
"This project came up and the
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Robert Jones finds new ways to engage his student through art.

students really have made it their
own. We are lucky to have gotten
this opportunity," said Jones.
Jones sees how interested and
engaged his students are but also
knows that deciding on an artistic career over something with more financial security can be a touchy subject.
. "Ultimately you have to do

what you love. I hope, in my students' case, I am preparing them
to be creative thinkers. A career in
the arts is wide open and with the
skill of creative problem solving it
is possible to do very well as an artist," said Jones.

This week in history
By: Sally Regueiro
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The
Bee
Gees'
"Saturday Night Fever"
album, which was the
soundtrack to the movie of
the same name starring John
Travolta, started its 24week run at number one on
theU.S. music charts.

With the threat of the
Soviet Union and the Cold
War looming, President Harry
S. Truman set up the Central
Intelligence Agency, better
known as the CIA.

Madeleine Albright
becomes the first woman
to serve as United States
Secretary
of
State.
Albright was nominated
by President Bill Clinton
- and was unanimously.
confirmed by a U.S .
Senate vote of 99-0

NSU STUDENTS:

Receive 25% off
on Wednesdaysl

January 24
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4120 SW 64th Avenue
Davie, FL 33314
Monday-Thursday: 11 a .m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 a .m.-11 p .m.

Everjdaj Special

Sundays: 12 p.m.-B p.m.

CBS purchased the
exclusive television rights to
the 1964 and 1965 National
Football League seasons for
$28.2 million. in 1993 CBS,
which had been home of NFL
games for 38 years, lost their
rights to the Fox Network.
However, CBS has continued
broadcast of NFL games to
present day.

Chicago Bulls shooting
guard
Michael
Jordan,
arguably the best player in
National Basketball League
history, scores his 10,000th
NBApoint.

January 27
wild Wednesdays

th.99
Dinner with sa/ad 4 rol/s
Two S lices
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January 26
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January 25

Edison
Thomas
received the patent , for
the electric incandescent
lamp. This invention paved
the way for what would
become the universal use
of electric light.

Standing with his
wife Hilary Clinton at
a White House press
conference,
President
Bill Clinton denied
having an affair with
White House intern
Monica Lewinsky, by
uttering the phrase "I did
not have sexual relations
with that woman."
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Athlete of the Week:
Kelsea Slllith
By: Christopher Hoffinan
Kelsea Smith, senior marketing
major, did not always dream about
being a collegiate student athlete;
she didn't even start swimming
competitively until sixth grade.
Unlike other sports, swimming
clicked immediately with Smith. She
has been swimming ever since and
dedded to walk on to the swim team
at her first university, Minnesota
State in Mankato.
The Big Lake, Minn. native
transferred to NSU last season, after
her sophomore year. In her first
season as a Shark, Smith saw great
success. In a meet against Saint Leo
University, she helped to win the 200
medley relay with a time of 1:48.38.
She also placed seventh in the 1000
free with a time of 11:12.37 in a meet
against Sunshine State conference
rival the University of Tampa.
Smith's efforts helped the NSU
women's swimming and diving
team reach the SSC Championships
in Clearwater, Fla. at the end of the
2011-2012 season. Once at the SSC
Championships, Smith gave it her
all, recording personal bests in the
500, 1000, and 1650 freestyle events
with times of 5:07.65, 10:31.51 and
17:40.56 respectively. These times
helped the Sharks win the meet and
the conference tide, beating Tampa
by 11 points.
When Smith swam for the
Minnesota State Mavericks, she
had an impressive freshman year,
with a fifth and sixth place finish in

meets against St. Cloud State and
Northern Iowa. During the Midwest
Championship, she competed in
the 100, 200, 400, 1000 and 1650
yard freestyles.
Smith also had a great high
school career. She was a three-time
state qualifier in the 200 and 500
free, and a four time All-Mississippi
8 selection. She was voted the team's
"Most Dedicated" and "Hardest
Worker" and earned the outstanding
"Academic Achievement Award"
during all four years.
I sat down with Smith and asked
her a few questions:

What is your best memory of your
swimming career?
Last year at conference was my
best memory because our whole team
just came together and everyone was
just supporting each other like crazy.
Our team was so loud. We were the
loudest out of all the other team. It
was a huge breaking moment for
me because I set personal times and
surpassed my goals.
What
is
your
biggest
accomplishment of your swimming
career?
My biggest accomplishment was
actually coming here and finishing
my first season with the team. When
I came here and started swimming, I
was so overwhelmed because of the
practices being so intense; I was never
used to that before.

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETICS

Senior Kelsea Smith looks to end her NSU career on a high note by reaching nationals.

coUege?
My senior year of high school I
was back and forth of if I wanted to
keep doing it or not. I wasn't the best
of swimmers, and I walked on for my
first year to see if it was something
I could handle and could do. After
that freshman year, I loved it. It was
unlike anything I had done before in
high school.
What is it like being a student
athlete?
Being a student athlete is
actually helpful in managing your
time. The hardest part is being able
to do other things besides just school
and swimming. It's hard to have that
social life and have the energy to go
out and do other things.

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETICS'

The NSU basebal team is set to begin the ir quest for a NCAA Oivision II National Championship.

After eight months, the NSU
baseball team will return to the field

on Feb. 1, when they play at Columbus State University.
Coming into the 2013 season,
the Sharks have received their first

Who is your favorite athlete?
Jonas Grudstrom. He was
a senior last year. He loved the
sport and he actually made it fun.
Whenever people were negative or
did not want to be at a two-to-three
hour practice, he would always be the
positive one. He was so motivational
and inspiring.

parents. They totally support me, and
they're just amazed with everything
I've been able to do down here.
They never thought that I was even
going to go to college to swim and
stick with it. Anytime I need to vent
a little bit or I'm down, I call my dad
and he always tells me, "You can do
whatever, as long as you are the one
who wants to do it."
If you could have an all-expensespaid trip, where would you go?
I would pick Greece. I don't
know anything about it, but I've seen
pictures and it just looks like such
.a spectacular place. The water is so
blue. The mountains, the vineyards;
it would just be such a relaxing and
new experience.

Who is your inspiration?
My entire family, espedally my

When did you decide to swim in

B aseball teaIn
ready to take
the field

-?.!)~~.~~~. ~~~~.«:~ ... ... ... .

What will you miss the most about
NSU?
I'm going to miss being able
to see everyone and be close to
a huge group of people. You're
with each other so much; you see
each other more than you see your
actual family. I'm going to miss the
closeness of teammates.

preseason ranking in program history, ranking as high as seventh on
College Baseball Lineup's preason
poll, and they are predicted to finish

second in the Sunshine State Conference.
Head coach Greg Brown's high
ambitions remain the same as last
year. "We want to be competing for
a Sunshine State Conference tide
and also for a National tide," said the
third year coach.
After back-to-back seasons
with 35 wins and trips to the regional playoffs, he believes that the
team is ready to take the next big
step. With a talented roster, Brown
and the rest of the coaching staff
will have a tough time configuring
the best starting lineup.
The fall preseason did, however, give the coaching staff a better indication of who will start once
the season begins. Returning starters
Blake Boyd, Carlos Asjuae and Alex
Marrero are expected to start the season at their positions: shortstop, second base and right field respectively.
New players will be featured at the
corner infield positions, along with
two new outfielders.
Senior Brett Clements will handle the pitching staff as the starting
catcher, while junior Zach Westcott
and senior Vinnie Contaldi will open
the season as starting pitchers. At the
back end of the bullpen, the Sharks
will utilize senior relief pitcher Cody
Stiles. With one or two more spots
in the starting rotation still available
and plenty of relief roles remaining,
competition will stay fierce among
the rest of the pitchers.
Two big factors of the Sharks
success will be Asjuae and Westcott.
Last season Asuaje led the team in
hits, batting average, runs and dou-

bles. His numbers, among the best in
the SSC, earned him national recognition last season. Following his first
full season, Westcott led the team
in wins, earned run average and innings pitched. If the Sharks are going
to have a good 2013 season, he will
have to follow up last year 's accomplishments with an equally stellar
performance.
Westcott seems up to the challenge. "I just want to be able to put
the team in a good position to win a
series every weekend," he said.
With the season approaching
and hopes growing, this Sharks team
knows the road ahead of them will
be tough. They will either need to
win the SSC regular season championship or finish the season as one
of three wildcard teams to qualify for
the regional playoffs.
Seasoned veteran Contaldi
understands the importance of winning in the regular season. "This
year, it is going to be tougher to get
into the playoffs," he said. "With
only six teams making it to regionci..ls, the regular season becomes
more important."
Once in regionals, the Sharks
will need to endure the double elimination tournament by winning three
games. If they can win the South Region, they will make the trip to Cary,
N.C. for the Division II College
. World Series. They will need to win
another four games before they can
be crowned National Champions.
The only remaining question is: can
they do it?
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Coach's Corner
Ih!: Christopher Hoflinan
"Dedicated, passionate and
determined" are how second
baseman, junior Carlos Asuaje,
described NSU's head baseball
coach, Greg Brown.
Brown is only the third head
coach in the program's 22-year history. The South Florida native is no
stranger to the baseball world, having played, coached and scouted at
various levels of the game.
This year, Brown will enter his
fourth season leading the Sharks
onto the field. He has seen immediate success since taking over the
coaching job from Michael Mominey in June 2010. Morniney
was both head baseball coach and
NSU's director of athletics for 10
years. Mominey hired Brown when
he decided to focus on the director
of athletics job.
Junior pitcher Zachary Wetcott
said, "I was one of Coach Brown's
first signees. When Coach Brown
came in, I met with him and I just
really liked what his vision of the

program was. He played a big role in
getting me here."
Since coming to NSU, Brown
has accomplished a few firsts for the
baseball program. In 2011, he led the
team to their first South Regional
Tournament; he repeated that feat in
2012. Coming into this season, the
Sharks are nationally ranked in a preseason poll for the first time in program history, earning a number 19
ranking from the NCAA Division II
polls. NSU was also selected to finish second in the conference behind
last year's conference champions,
the University of Tampa.
According to Asuaje, Brown's
reaction to the pre-season rankings
was neutral. "[The team was] talking about the preseason rankings and
how it is the first time in program
history. [Brown] said going into the
season, it doesn't really matter where
you're standing, the only poll that
counts is the final one."
According to his players, Brown
is also concerned with performances
off the field.
"Academics are a main focus

ON THE
BENCH
Commentmy by: AndreJensen
The old saying goes, "It's always the ones we least expect that
tum out to surprise us the most."
However, the success of Seattle Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson
comes as no shock to the player.
"I'm not surprised at all," Wilson said. "I think, more than anything, it's my work ethic that has
prepared me. I've done everything
that I can to be the best that I can
possibly be."
At 5'11", the diminutive Wilson
isn't the prototypical NFL quarterback. Before the draft, his size and
arm strength had many people skeptical of his professional prospects.
Professional NFL scout Chris Weinke even said, "If he was 6'5", he'd
probably be the number one pick in

the draft."
The rookie quarterback, out
of the University of Wisconsin,
shocked the entire National Football
League during the 2012 draft when
the Seattle Seahawaks selected him
in the third round.
If Wilson wanted to start, he
would have to beat out seasoned
quarterback Matt Flynn. Wilson won
and never looked back.
Last season, Wilson outperformed even the highest of outsider
expectations. His height proved to be
a non-factor, thanks to his outstanding athleticism. His ability to escape
pressure from defenses allowed him
to create and manipulate passing
lanes all season.
On his way to leading his team

of Coach Brown," Westcott said.
"He's doing what he can off the
field, so that you can be eligible on
the field. He thinks we're a student
before an athlete. It goes a long
way to have a coach who pushes
you in the classroom."
Brown has been around the
game of baseball for many years.
He played college baseball at Lynn
University before signing as a free
agent with the Florida Marlins. He
later played with the Jupiter Hammerheads and the York Revolution.
Before taking the job at NSU,
Brown worked for the Houston Astros as an area scout for South Florida and Puerto Rico. His responsibilities included evaluating, drafting
and signing potential Major League
Baseball players.
"I think he sees things that most
coaches don't pick up on in a player," Westcott said. "I definitely think
it adds to his ability to sign guys and
recruit guys that we need."
Brown's players say that he has
a highly balanced coaching style.
He encourages each member of the

team to grow not just as athletes, but
as people.
"He's definitely firm but fair,"
Asuaje said. "He teaches and in-

structs with a very hands-on approach, and he goes about his business in a professional manner."

to an 11-5 record, Wilson broke several NFL rookie records, including
throwing 26 touchdown passes during the season and throwing 385
yards in a postseason game. His 10
interceptions in 16 games were a
league low; Wilson now owns the
NFL rookie record for pass-to-interception differential.
Seahawks Head Coach Pete
Carroll called Wilson a "diamond
in the rough" and the . future of the
team. Through his ambition, work
ethic and love of the game, Wilson
has become the team's leader.
It is under that leadership that
the Seahawks went on their incredible regular season run. They destroyed the Arizona Cardinals 58-0
at home in Seattle,and Wilson led the
Seahawks to a 50-17 victory over the
Buffalo Bills by rushing for 92 yards
. and scoring three touchdowns.
They stunned the San Francisco
4gers 42-13 at CenturyLink Field,
clinching a spot in the NFL playoffs
as a wild card team, and closed out
the season undefeated at home with
a victory over the St. Louis Rams.

Often overlooked during the
season by better-known, highly
drafted and media-hyped rookies,
Wilson has earned the right to be
among such players - like Indianapolis Colts' quarterback Andrew
Luck and Washington Redskins'
quarterback Robert Griffin III.
Moreover, during the Seahawks
playoff run, Wilson outperformed
draft classmate Griffin leading his
team from a 14-0 deficit to a 2414 victory over the Redskins. With
Indianapolis' Andrew Luck's firstround playoff loss, Wilson was suddenly the last rookie quarterback left
in the playoffs - something nobody
would have predicted just a few
months ago.
Yet, the highlight of Wilson's
rookie season was through a game
his team lost. In the Divisional round
of the playoffs against the Atlanta
Falcons, Wilson managed to put on
a magnificent performance. He led
a near-miracle comeback as Seattle
rallied from a 20-0 deficit at half_ time, scoring three touchdowns in
the fourth quarter to take a 28-27

lead with 31 seconds left. A more
seasoned Atlanta team managed to
pull out a win by hitting a 49-yard,
game-winning field goal.
Someone once told me that it
is not in victory that we can see the
measure of a man, but in defeat.
Russell Wilson looked defeat
in the face and showed his teammates and the nation the measure
of himself.
Although Wilson probably
won't win the Rookie of the Year
Award, because Griffin was considered more popular, he certainly
deserves it. Wilson's rookie story is
more compelling because he wasn't
a pre-scripted NFL darling. He
wasn't picked high in the draft nor
did he receive enormous media attention. Wilson quietly worked hard
during training camp and earned his
starting spot.
The 2012 NFL season will be
remembered for many things, but
for Russell Wilson, it will be remembered for breaking records and proving the doubters wrong.
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Head Baseball Couch Greg Brown hopes to win an SSC title in his fourth season with NSU.
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Broad-w-ay cQllledic draIlla
opens in Coral Gables
By: Aadil Vora
"Other Desert Cities", a comedic drama currently playing at the
Actors' playhouse at Miracle Theater
in Coral Gables, Fla. will run until
Feb.lO.
J. Kenneth Campbell, an actor
whose career has spawned across
various mediums of the performing
arts, will star as Lynman Wyeth, a
father stuck in a tense situation.
Finding some time in his busy
rehearsal schedule for an interview,
he revealed some secrets to succeeding in show business and gave
a behind-the-scenes look at the show
that the "New York Times" touted as
"The Best New Play on Broadway!"
Written recently, but set in
2004, "Other Desert Cities" is a
dramedy that Campbell says features
many twists and turns At a turbulent
family gathering, the daughter of
Campbell's character, Brooke Wyeth, returns home after six years for
Christmas and announces that she is
going to publish a novel based on a
tragedy within the family.
"Initially, the family is excited,
because it is her book. But they are
terrified of what's in it, because it is
a memoir," said Campbell.

COURTESY OF ALBERTO ROMEU PHOTOGRAPHY

Antonio Amadeo. Barbara Bradshaw, Erin Joy Schmidt, J. Kenneth Campbell and Lourelene Snedeker in "Other Desert Cities"

The tension leads to highly
comical moments, which Campbell
believes could be easily seen in an
old, clever English TV show.
In preparation for his role as a
patriarch of a family with an explo-

sive past, Campbell researched every
aspect of the show, from the playwright to the time period.
"I have done a lot of research.
I also saw the show on Broadway, and I really liked the per-

formance," Campbell said. "The
way I prepare for anything is that I
keep asking questions."
Campbell has advice for students who are considering careers in
show business.

"Kids often come up to me and
say 'Um,I kinda thought I'd maybe
like to do ... ' and I just say 'forget
it'. And then there are those kids
who say 'I have to do this.' and I say
'Well, you probably will. ",
Campbell stresses that amateur actors who want to go professional have to be truly passionate
before they commit to a life in the
performing arts.
"It is a tough business, full of
rejection," he said. "You have to
be incredibly persistent and thick
skinned, but passionate. Always remember, cracking the nut is the hard
part. Once you get work, work will
bring more work."
Campbell has used his own
advice' to build a career. His film
roles include "Mars Attacks", "The
Abyss" and "Guess Who." He's
also had guest roles on many popular TV shows, including "Frasier",
"Charmed", "Melrose Place", "Ally
McBeal" and "L.A. Law". "Other
Desert Cities" is Campbell's first
production at the Actors' Playhouse.
For more information on "Other Desert Cities", including ticket
sales, call 305-444-9293 or visit
www.actorsplayhouse.org.

New album
features industrial
noise for the masses
By:Joe Cirino
A compilation album is always a good
thing, especially when it comprises two of
the most well-known names of Malignant
Record's industrial roster. Nyodene D and
Sektor 304 collaborate here in split - each
drawing on source material of the other. Sektor 304 draws from Nyodene D's excellent
"Edenfall" album, while Nyodene 0 draws
on Sektor 304's "Radio Sonores" project.
The first track, "The Human Fractal",
features wailing drones and cycling synths,
along with an insertion of bone-like noise,
like a xylophone of femurs. The sound is eerie and the drones only increase in noise and
slams of distorted feedback.
The second track, "All Over All", begins with a sampled vocal track that edges
into a full-out aural attack. Vocalizations and
crunched shouts blend together with whirring synths to create an eruption of dispelling
noise and pure aural agony. Though it does
drag on by a few minutes, the effect here is
well produced and flows well to the drones
barely heard in the background.
The third track, "The Shaft", sees
the usage of more interesting elements not
seen much elsewhere. Whirring electronics
and mechanical parts blend together with
steam vents and fast-fading drones to create
the feeling of a darkened scene of percussive
oppreSSion. The reverberating drones and
whispered hoarse vocals add to the effect,
forming a slow buildup to a distorted annihi-

lation of furious intensity.
The fourth track, "Vulture (For Gil
Scott-Heron)", begins with a drOning cycle
offset by a background of junky slams and
watery hits. Smashes and blasts of noise and
vocal brutality buildup gradually with the
ever present cycles of synths and the perfect drone. The wind-down here is almost as
good, gradually layering off and slowing the
oscillations until dead silence rushes in.
The fifth and final track, "Furnace",
is a personal favorite. The noise here is more
evocative and percussive, straying away from
the distortion of true dark industrial. The vocalizations are actually understandable, but
lend themselves well to the buildup of synths
and screams. The drone here is less present
but still here, giving the track depth and space
to echo in. The buildup here is more pronounced, speeding up the tempo of the track
in furious beats of percussion to a crescendo
of bleak industrial drone and synth.
Nyodene D and Sektor 304 are one of
the greatest and grandest collaborations of
industrial noise ever done. The sweeping
synths and depressive drones layered with
virulent vocals create a terrific blend of dark
industrial and heavily laden power electronic. It seems almost sad that such a diverse album be limited to a mere 200 copies.
Yet, for such special sounds, it will surely
be valuable for years to come as an example
of an almost perfect mixing of both genres:
industrial and electronic.
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Nydone 0 and Sektor 304 offer an album full of metallic industrial noise and dark, echoing ambiance.

~
January 22- January 28
Tuesday 1.22
College Night With Lahna Turner
Miami Improv, Miami, 8:30p.m.
FightTime: Revolution 5 MMA Amateur
Cage Fights Miami Improv, Miami, 6 p.m.

Wednesday 1.23
Miami Heat vs. Toronto Raptors
American Airlines Arena, Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Slip & The Spinouts
Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Tbursday 1.24
Stand Up Comedy Class
Miami Improv, Miami, 8:30 p.m.
Jazz Sessions: Horace Silver Tribute
Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 7 p.m.

Friday 1..25
Miami Heat vs. Detroit Pistons
American Airlines Arena, Miami, 7:30 p.m.

The Pointer Sister
Hard Rock Live, Hollywood, 8 p.m.
Jeff Garcia
Miami Improv, Miami, 8:30 p.m.
Cos-Play Friday
Green Room, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Saturday 1.26
Engelbert Humperdinck Hard
Rock Live, Hollywood, 8 p.m.
The Ultimate Tribute Band Review
Revolution Live, Ft. Lauderdale, 8 p.m.
Tom Cotter Fort Lauderdale
Improv, Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.
Justin Bieber American
Airlines Arena, Miami, 7 p.m.

Sunday 1..27
G. Love & Special Sauce Culture
Room, Fort Lauderdale, 8:00 p.m.
Cirque du Solei I -TOTEM
Sunlife Stadium, Miami, 1:00 p.m.

Monday 1.28
Howie Mandel
Hard Rock Live, Hollywood, 8:00 p.m.

·Listen to Radio X- WNSU 88.S for a chance to win tickets to these events. Call (9)54) 262 - 8460
between 6
and 3 a.m.

~----~--------~~~~~====~--~~~~~~~--------------------~~--~--------==~~~==----
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Girl power at
the
lden
Globes
By: Aadil Vora
It is routine. Every year, an actor who has been hired to host a big
Hollywood award show walks on
stage to a roaring audience of their
show-business comrades, and delivers an opening monologue, complete with zingers pointed at controversial actors, jokes about movie
titles and self-deprecating humor.
But, sometimes, a host will go
a little too far to concoct comedy
and will enter the dangerous terrain
of irritating comments. This is usually followed by mixed reactions
of embarrassment from the audience that eventually leads to many,
many awkward apologies. The best
hosts deliver monologues that set
the tone for the rest of the night,
in an elegant and sharp, yet kindhearted, way.
In the wake of the disaster at
last year's Golden Globe Awards,
when host, Ricky Gervais, left the
audience confused, Amy Poehler

and Tina Fey broke from the tired
routine. The two "Saturday Night
Live" alums presented an opening monologue for the 70th annual
Golden Globe Awards that critics like the "Los Angeles Times"
called "Lovely, Brilliant, and utterly fearless ... "
"Fearless" is a good word to
describe the two hosts, along with
several other award-winning female artists who stepped up to the
podium. Indeed, this year's Golden
Globes was truly a night for women.
Fey and Poehler confidently
introduced several actors and actresses, followed by piercing oneliners. A favorite of the night was
the hosts' play on movie titles. Tina
Fey jokingly referred to "The Hunger Games" as the six weeks it took
her to fit into her tight, glamorous
dress. Poehler added that "Life of
Pi" referred to the six weeks after
she takes the dress off.
Later on in the show, after

former President Bill Clinton introduced the movie, "Lincoln,"
Poehler said in awe, "Wow, that was
Hillary Clinton's husband!"
Jodie Foster, an actress who
has won 44 awards in her 47-year
career, also delivered a potent, fearless speech when she accepted the
Cecile B. Demille Award for Lifetime Achievement.
Foster, who is known to be reserved about her private life, made a
surprisingly personal speech. She acknowledged her sexual identity by
thanking her ex-girlfriend, but also
addressed her lifelong fight to keep
privacy by commenting, " .. .If you
had been a public figure from the
time that you were a toddler, if you'd
had to fight for a life that felt real and
honest and normal against all odds,
then maybe you too might value privacy above all else. Privacy."
Lena Dunham, creator and lead
actress of the comedic hit TV series,
"Girls", enacted revenge on Howard

Jodie Foster stands triumphant with her lifetime achievement award at the 70th Annual Golden Globe
Awards.

Stern's degrading remarks, made a
week earlier about her body size,
by winning two Golden Globes:
Best Performance by an Actress in a
Musical or Comedy Series and Best
Comedy Series.
Dunham said in her acceptance speech for the Best Comedy
Series, "Making ["Girls"], and the
response to it has been the most
validating thing that I've ever felt;
it's made me feel so much less
alone in this world."
With the politically heated
controversy surrounding the portrayal of the CIA's torture methods in "Zero Dark Thirty," director
Kathryn Bigelow released comments defending her film a few days
prior to the big awards night. She
stood by her work and affirmed the
scenes were not driven by a desire
to instigate protest.
"Those of us who work in the
arts know that depiction is not endorsement," she said, "If it was,
no artist would be able to paint in-

humane practices, no author could
write about them, and no filmmaker
could delve into the thorny subjects
of our time."
Bigelow's courage and loyalty
to her film were later applauded by
Jessica Chastain, who won Best Actress in a Drama for her starring role
in "Zero Dark Thirty"
Chastain said, "When you
make a film that allows ... your
character to disobey the conventions of Hollywood, you've done
more for women in cinema than you
. take credit for."
Chastain is right. The work of
brave women in the entertainment
industry this year proved to the
world that they are just as funny, intelligent and powerful as their male
counterparts. As Ann Hathaway
gracefully put it, she and women
everywhere will forever use the
Golden Globe trophy as a lovely,
blunt"weapon against self-doubt."

"Silver Linings Playbook"
is golden
By: Megan Mortm.an
"Silver Linings Playbook" is a
clever comedy-drama that is sure to
captivate audiences with its relatable
characters and message that whatever
someone is going through, there is always a silver lining.
Jennifer Lawrence plays TIffany,
a recent widow dealing with depression
and a reputation in town for sleeping
around. Bradley Cooper plays Pat, a
former substitute teacher who, after being released from a mental institution,
tries to win his cheating wife back.
Pat has bipolar disorder and
says whatever is on his mind, even if
it's inappropriate.
The two leading characters connect over their dysfunctional lives, but
the small-town community only sees
them for the mistakes they made and
how "crazy" they supposedly are. The
film focuses on TIffany and Pat's complex journey, as they try to fix their broken lives and help one another.
Although the movie is about two
hours long, it captures the audience earlyon and keeps them invested until the
closing credits. It's rated R, but doesn't
rely on sex scenes or drugs to make the
audience connect with the characters;
the characters establish that connection
on their own.
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Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper siar as Tiffany and Pat in the Oscar-nominated film "Silver Linings Playbook"

Lawrence's and Cooper's chemistry in the film is undeniable, and instead
of sugar-coating their problems, they
call each other out on their issues, since
no one else wilL They make an agreement: she will help him win his wife
back, if he agrees to enter a dance competition with her.
One of the most outstanding

aspects of the film are the jogging
scenes. Pat, wearing a garbage bag,
constantly runs into TIffany. This is
where their friendship first begins to
form. Their banter is so amusing, like
when Pat tells TIffany she has "poor
social skills," and she interjects that he
says, "more inappropriate things than
appropriate things."

Robert De Niro delivers' a strong
performance as Pat's father, who tries
to help his son while dealing with his
own obsessive compulsive disorder.
His habits include arranging all of his
football tapes in nurnerical order and
moving the TV remotes to face a specific direction.
Chris Tucker plays the loveable

character of Danny, a friend of Pat's,
who manages to get out the mental hospital multiple times without permission.
When Danny sees TIffany and Pat practice their dance routine, he shows them
how to bring some spice to the routine,
which is hysterical.
"Silver Linings Playbook" is an
authentic movie that doesn't mask the
struggles people face throughout life,
while trying to move on and live it to
the fullest. Every character in the movie
has issues they are trying to overcome.
The portrayal in the film is genuine,
filled with bittersweet and hysterical
moments that represent what life is: ups
and downs, heartaches and tragedies,
mistakes and regrets.
Director and writer David O. Russell made this fictional story a realistic
one; his interpretation was beautiful.
He was inspired by his own son, who
struggled with similar issues to Pat.
The story is original, the characters are genuine and relatable, and the
acting is spot on. It's no wonder this
movie has seven Oscar nominations,
including Best Picture and Best Actor and Actress in a Leading Role. The
movie made the audience root for Pat
and TIffany, especially since the two
leads rooted for each other.
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By: Megan MortJnan

dead - and I said, "Thank you",
member and don't want to be friendhe simply replied, "Yes, ma'am.," I
ly, During Black Frid<lY, the biggest
For some reason, people in
couldn't get over.lt, because' si.n1ple 'j shopping day after Thanksgivi~$' •
South Florida give off the impression
gestures like< ~s don't.,happen '~ery , people will literally tranjple you .for
often, especiaily in South Florida.
that there is no need for a friendly
a big screen TV. F~rgetabout being
smile or a thoughtful gesture. As
People are out for tl:\emthankful and having a nice family
gathering - they are on a mission.
the character Stephanie Tanner from
selves and not considerate of oth"Full House" once said: "How rude."
ers. Someone has "accidentally"
I've worked and shopped on ,
Although we live in the southbumped into me without saying
Black Friday, and the worst part is
ern-most part of the United States,
sorry. I continue to hold the door
dealing with customers or fellow
open for people without any acshoppers who become irritated when
there is no such thing ,as southern
hospitality here. People are aggresknowledgement, while I mutter unthings don't go their way. Customers
sive, rude and the farthest thing from
der my breath, "You're welcome."
are also incredibly disrespectful and
kind. You'll find people who don't
Do they think I'm holding the door
throw items on the floor, even though
open for my health?
hold the door open for you, honk
they know you have to pick it up.
When I go shopping, I am also
Drivers in Florida are like NASat you for going the speed limit and
CAR racers, speeding and forcefully
amazed by the lack of respect workwho don't use the words "please"
and "thank you."
weaving in and out of lanes with no
ers have for the customers. When
I was raised to believe that you
regard for anyone else. They want
they don't even ask "How are you?"
treat people how you want to be
and look like they just woke up from
to get to the finish line and will do
a never-ending nap, I'm not exactly
whatever it takes to get there.
treated. Yet, there are countless times
enticed to want to return there. That's
I have found myself wondering,
Working in retail, I've seen
"where did all the nice people go?"
the kind of person their employers
first-hand how impolite people can
When I vacationed in Tenneswant representing a company? My
be. You'd think the holiday season
see, it was a culture shock, because
sisters and I always joke about how
is the time when everyone would
they were genuinely nice people.
mundane cashier can be, often callbe jolly, but people act more like
ing
'them "Mr. Personality" or "Miss
When a Southern gentleman held the , Scrooge. People are stressed trying
door open for me - chivalry isn't
to buy gifts for every single family
Personality." When I'm working, re-
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Jodie Sweetin as "Full House'''s Stephanie Tanner, who often responded to comments by saying "How
rude!"

gardless of my personal problems, I
still do my job and am frieridiy' and
engaging. I have a responsibility to
make customers feel like they are the
most important people.
Can't we all just get along and
pretend life was as peachy as an episode of "Full House"? Why is every-

one so angry? We've all got issues;
that doesn't mean we can't be respectful toward one another. I'm not
asking everyone to hold hands and
Sing "Kumbaya," but the least we
can do we do is acknowledge each
other's existence and be more civil
and less hostile.

Why it's all Greek to
By: Daniel Muggeo
President of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity
. Four years ago, when I was '
starting' my journey into college, J
thought Greek life was synonymous
with a party lifestyle and would be
the worst idea for me if I was serious
about going to law school. My perspective quickly changed when my
roommate convinced me to go to a
rush event.
I rapidly learned throughout my
pledge period that being Greek was
an amazing opportunity. Never before had I been a part of an organization or a community that prided itself
on doing so many things, and all of
them well. Greeks at NSU total thousands of community service hours
and raise thousands of dollars for a
number of charities -like the M.S
Society, Prevent Child Abuse America and the National Kidney Foundation, just to name a few. So many
great causes are fought for with such
a paSSion for doing something good
for others.

On, top of that, the foremost
foundation of Greek life is the brotherhood or sisterhood that accompanies the experience today and the rest
of a member's life .
. When I became. a ~'pledge"..,,- a'<'
common term for a brand new member - one of my new brothers told
me something that I found rather
cheesy: I would meet the future best
man of my wedding through my
fratenity. I laughed and thought to
myself that such a bold prediction
was probably not true.
Four years later, I now see the
absolute truth in my friend's words.
Greek life connects you with friends
that will be in your life forever. They
truly become your brothers or your
sisters. And not just in your chapter.
Going Greek helps you become part
of a national - or in some cases an
international- organization that has
thousands of living members and
alumni that would help you at the
drop of a hat, just because you share
the same letters.
Going Greek is also one of the
easiest ways to stand out here at
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NSU and later when you're searchconnects you to so many people
ing for a job. Being Greek is one of
across the nation. Seeing the Greek
experience instantly tells your hopethe best ways to develop leadership
skills and put them to good use. Ac-- ful employer you know how to be a
leader, how to work well with othcording to the University of Cornell,
almost half of all U.S. Presidents -'ers and that you most likely possess
good event planning and time manwere in fraternities and 30 percent of
agement skills.
all Fortune 500 company CEOs are
Going Greek wasn't my first
members of a Greek organization.
choice; as I said, I was very hesitant
Plus, being a member of Greek life

to even rush. But now as my undergraduate time is coming to end, I
carry with me no regrets about my
time tn the Greek community. I have
met some of my best friends, traveled across the state and country,
and made connections that will benefit me long after my college days
are over.

YOUR OWN BUSINESS
EARN RELIABLE RESIDUAL INCOME
WORKING PART TIME FROM HOME

•
•
•
•
•

NO Large Investment
NO Inventory
NO Taking Orders
NO Deliveries
NO Billings

.'•

NO Collections

NO RISK

954-328-78BO
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The decline of the
libe'r al·· arts ··

By: AndreJensen

For hundreds of years, .the
liberal arts were the pillars of a
well-rounded education. History,
philosophy and literature were the
foundations of any university.
Liberal arts education began
in ancient Greek and Roman societies, and created the idea that there
were certain fields of knowledge of
which every student should have a
command. The importance was not
simply in knowing things, but about
promoting certain characteristics of
the mind necessary for engaging with
the world.
But in today's fast-moving society, increaSingly career-focused
students are not buying the idea that
a liberal arts education is of any value
to them.
Preparing students for a job market that values skilled professional
degrees should become the main focus for higher education institutions
in the United States.
Many small liberal arts colleges have struggled over the years,
rand the need to adjust to the changing career market is accelerating
that adjustment. For a 21st century
degree, a liberal arts education is no
longer necessary.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, participation in
liberal arts classes has decreased

at colleges and universities across
the country over a decade. Students
now are seeking a degree in majors
that they hope will launch thein into
skill-specific careers, like medicine
or engineering.
With technical advances in sciences and the changing demographic
of the workforce - from one of laborers to one of skilled professionals,
students today should seek majors
outside the liberal arts.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics calculates that jobs for engineers are expected to grow by about
11 percent through 2018, and positions in medicine are expected to
grow between nine and 19 percent.
Humanities and the liberal arts now
account for less than 10 percent of all
majors - a huge decline from three
decades ago.
Recently, Florida Governor Rick
Scott proposed that public universities and colleges charge more for
degrees in subjects like history, literature and anthropology, which he
thinks are less economically valid in
Florida than medical, science or engineering degrees.
While the idea of charging
someone more for certain types of degrees isn't uncommon in education, it
would be unfair to liberal arts majors.
Instead liberal arts courses should be
less available and propertied to each
institution's enrollment.
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Less and less students are seeking Uberal Art degrees.

Today, student enrollment shows
that universities are shifting spending
away from the liberal arts and putting
the money into science, technology,
engineering and math - the so-called
STEM fields - because that's where
most of the job growth is.
It is also no coincidence that
career-focused schools, such as the

On the Scene:

Florida Institute of Technology and
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, have seen enrollment skyrocket
in recent years.
Furthermore, the creation of
Florida Polytechnic University in
Lakeland demonstrates that schools
are catering more to the STEM fields
and less to the liberal arts.

Whether right or wrong, the college campus has become a careerist
playground. Success in the professional world is narrowly defined in
terms of market rewards. Colleges
look less like wide-open spectrums
of educational options and more like
vertical ladders to reach our employment goals in a tough economy.

What do you find most or least appealing
about Greek life?

"Most appealing would definitely be the long·lasting networking. Recently, I went for an
event for my business fraternity, and I saw adult brothers and that really resonated with
me. It's not just college. It's something beyond college, something-that can ' help you get a
career, something that will help you have lasting friendships wherever you go. What I like
least about it is that it can get pretty pricey. I like to view it as an investment.
Taylor Lynne Brown, sophomore business major, Alpha Kappa Psi

"I came here as a transfer student last year and I really like
Greek life because it helped me meet tons of people in the
Nova community and, for social life, it was the best thing. I also
really like the community service that comes with it."
Emil Lazowick, junior biology major, Sigma Delta Tau

(
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"I just don't see the appeal of joining a fraternity. It
doesn't appeal to me, so I am not interested in doing
it. When I think of fraternities, I think of hazing and I
don't think anything is worth hazing. I see no point of
going through a list of trials just to join."
Egon Williams, freshman accounting major

"I met most of my friends on campus through my
fraternity and it makes college life easier for me to
have that brotherhood around as a support network."
Chris Mignocchi, junior legal studies and
excercise and sport science major

"What I find the most appealing about
KappaSimga is that they help me a lot
when I'm having trouble and they have
been my brothers and I feel I made the
right decision to join a fraternity"
Max Choi, freshman biology major,
Kappa Sigma

"What I like most is the social
part of Greek Life. Being a
commuter student, the
fraternity keeps me in touch
with events that are happening
on campus and I appreciate
that." Jorge Barros, freshman
business administration
major

Want to take the Florida Teacher Certification Exam and General Knowledge Test?
Studying has never been easier! The University of Tampa's prep course offers tips, tools and
practice exams. Get expert advice and coaching from specia lly trained instructors.

Curriculum specifically tailored to: .
• Students working on a bachelor's degree in education
• Teachers with provisional certification
• Career changers
Course comprised of six three-hour session s.
Starts Jan. 28 and ends March 4.
Boost your confidence! Register today
at www.ut.edu/ftceprep.

THE UNIVERSITY
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Visit www.ut.edu/ftceprep or call (813) 258-7409.

